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VP/USPS-T2-24. Please refer to your response to VP/USPS-T2-19, where you state:  
While IOCS does record mailpiece characteristics when a sampled employee is 
handling a mailpiece, these are not necessarily representative of the population of 
mailpiece characteristics. [Emphasis added [by Valpak].] 
a. Would it be reasonable to infer from your response to VP/USPS-T2-19 that, 
under the circumstances posed in that interrogatory, information on mail characteristics, 
such as shape or weight contained in IOCS sample data, (i) clearly should not be 
considered representative of the entire population of 32,995 million pieces of ECR mail, 
and (ii) further, information on such mail characteristics may not even be representative 
of the subset of 26,105 million pieces that were subject to sampling? If you disagree 
with these inferences, please explain what inferences should be drawn. 
b. If one were to study certain mailpiece characteristics, would you agree that, in 
general, it would be desirable to have sample data that can be considered 
representative of the population of the mailpiece characteristic or characteristics under 
study? If you do not agree, please explain. 
c. Please assume that certain significant volumes of ECR mail systematically are 
excluded from IOCS sampling, as hypothesized in VP/USPS-T2-19, and explain 
whether the resulting IOCS data from the subset of volume subject to sampling are (or 
are not) suitable for studying the weight-cost relationship of the entire population of 
Standard ECR mail. 
 
RESPONSE: 

a. IOCS tallies represent the proportions of work time spent handling mailpieces of 

various characteristics and not the volumes for those characteristics.  IOCS, by 

itself, cannot produce population volume estimates.  If, as in the VP/USPS-T2-19 

hypothetical, a portion of ECR mail totally bypassed an operation subject to IOCS 

sampling, then the absence of tallies for that category of ECR mail in the 

bypassed operation would correctly indicate that there was no work time spent 

handling the mail there. The ECR tallies in the operation would hypothetically be 

drawn from the remaining ECR mail not bypassing the operation, and would 

"represent" the work time spent handling that mail.  They would also represent 

the time spent on ECR mail collectively, including the absence of handlings of the 

bypass mail. 
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b. Yes.    However, the “characteristics under study” in IOCS are the proportions of 

work time spent on various activities including the handling of mail of various 

characteristics. 

c. Yes, it is suitable.  IOCS does provide an estimate of the cost for the Postal 

Service to handle the entire population of Standard ECR Mail.  If a portion of 

ECR mail is never handled by carriers or for that matter other craft employees 

subject to an IOCS reading, there should be no handling tallies in IOCS.  In such 

a case, IOCS would correctly report that there is zero employee work time spent 

handling this hypothetical subset of ECR mail.   
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VP/USPS-T2-25. Please refer to the institutional response to VP/USPS-T2-20 
(redirected from you to the Postal Service). For Base Year 2004, and for each MODS 
pool, please provide the following information: 
a. The total number of IOCS tallies separately for each MODS pool. 
b. The percentage of tallies in each MODS pool for which (i) a specific mail product 
was identified, (ii) a mixture or group of mail was identified, and (iii) no mail was 
identified. 
c. For all other IOCS tallies in Cost Segment 3, a summary showing the number of 
such tallies, and for these other tallies the percentage for which (i) a specific mail 
product was identified, (ii) a mixture or group of mail was identified, and (iii) no mail was 
identified. 
 

RESPONSE: 

Redirected for an institutional response by the Postal Service. 
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VP/USPS-T2-26. Please refer to your responses to VP/USPS-T2-16 and 17. Please 
also refer to the testimony of witness Bradley (USPS-T-14) at page 59 (l. 9), where he 
explains how “to estimate the amount of cased ECR Saturation mail that exists,” and 
says that Step 1 of the procedure is to “identify the casing hours for ECR Saturation 
from IOCS.” 
a. For ECR Saturation letters and flats separately, please explain how you identify 
those IOCS tallies that correspond to “casing hours for ECR Saturation.” 
b. For ECR Saturation letters and flats separately, please explain what 
distinguishes the IOCS tallies from those tallies discussed in preceding part a from other 
IOCS tallies of Saturation mail; e.g., tallies taken when carriers were loading sequenced 
mail that was not cased or delivery-point sequenced (“DPS’d”) into their vehicles. 
c. For ECR Saturation letters and flats separately, what was the total number of 
tallies in Base Year 2004 that would be classified as casing of ECR Saturation mail? 
d. For ECR Saturation letters and flats separately, what was the total number of tallies 
in Base Year 2004 that would be classified as some activity other than casing of ECR 
Saturation mail? 
 

RESPONSE: 

a. My understanding is that the procedure described in witness Bradley’s testimony 

(USPS-T-14) to estimate the amount of cased ECR Saturation mail begins by 

using the output of IOCS program ECRCSG.  The SAS program code is 

documented in USPS-LR-K-9/R2005-1, appendix H, CDROM, program 

ECRCSG.  The SAS program defines city carrier letter route casing ECR 

saturation costs by reading the IOCS file and selecting carrier tallies with a 

Standard ECR activity code of 1310 or 2310, and Carrier Activity as either 

“Preparing Mail for Sequencing”, “Sequencing/Casing Mail”, or 

“Withdrawing/Strapping Carrier Case Mail” and a mailpiece marking of 

“ECRWSS”, and a route code less than or equal to 83.  The output of this 

program is input to CASING04.revised.xls described in LR-K-67. 

b. IOCS can directly identify the costs associated with the carrier’s activity of 

handling “cased” ECR saturation mail because of their activity, and the type of 
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mail being handled as described in part (a).  However, IOCS cannot directly 

identify “cased” ECR saturation mail outside of the activities listed in part (a).  My 

understanding is that carrier activities including but not limited to handling 

undeliverable-as-addressed mail, sweeping mail, writing markups, and loading 

and unloading vehicle would not be included in direct carrier casing costs of ECR 

saturation mail on letter routes.  Please see USPS-LR-I-14/R2000-1, page 10-8 

for a description of city carrier activities. 

c. For casing ECR saturation mail on letter routes in BY2004 there were 231 letter 

and 268 flat shaped IOCS tallies. 

d. For other than casing activities on letter routes where the sampled employee was 

handling ECR saturation mail in BY2004 there were 6 letter and 14 flat shaped 

IOCS tallies. 
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VP/USPS-T2-27.  Please refer to the institutional response to VP/USPS-T2-20. In the 
same format used there to classify IOCS tallies — i.e., (i) specific mail product 
identified, (ii) mixture or group of mail, or (iii) no mail identified — please provide the 
total number of IOCS tallies for each MODS cost pool in Cost Segment 3, and either the 
percentage breakdown or the actual number of tallies within each cost pool according to 
the above classification. In your response, please include an “all other” category for any 
tallies not in a MODS cost pool, so that the total number of tallies is equal to the entire 
set of tallies used to develop mail processing costs in Cost Segment 3. 
 

RESPONSE: 

Redirected for an institutional response by the Postal Service.  


